
Filter Set Freewell Standard Day for DJI Avata Drone (4-Pack Ref: 6972971860270
Filter Set Freewell Standard Day for DJI Avata Drone (4-Pack

Set of 4 Freewell Standard Day filters for DJI Avata
In this set you will find 4 ND filters created specifically for DJI Avata drones. The package is suitable for making great quality footage on
both cloudy and sunny days. It includes ND8, ND16, ND32 and ND64. Each of them will allow you to reduce the amount of light entering
the sensor, while maintaining the neutral colors of the photos taken. The product features a sturdy design, is extremely lightweight and
will not upset the balance of your drone, so you can use them without worrying about your device. 
 
Phenomenal landscape photos
With ND optical filters, you can reduce the amount of light reaching the sensor without affecting the colors of your photos. They will work
great if you need to increase the exposure time or improve the depth of field, while maintaining the right exposure. In the set you will
find a filter in 4 different degrees of light reduction: ND8, ND16, ND32, ND64. which will work well both during cloudy and sunny days.
With  their  use  you  will  get,  among  other  things,  interesting  effects  of  blurring  water  or  clouds  in  landscape  photos.  Experiment  and
create breathtaking photographs!
 
Protective coating
Made of the highest quality materials, the filters have a special protective coating that does not affect the color optics of the materials
created. The filters are therefore resistant to dust and scratches, as well as fingerprints and the formation of greasy stains, so keeping
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them  clean  is  no  problem  at  all.  At  the  same  time,  they  provide  the  best  image  quality  for  outdoor  photography  and  allow  you  to
maintain neutral image colors. Your photos will be a stunning reproduction of reality!
 
GimbalSafe technology
Are you worried that the filters will  negatively affect the dynamics of the flight? Don't  be! The filters have been designed with the DJI
Avata in mind and have undergone a number of tests that confirm their safe use. The frames of the filters are extremely lightweight, so
they do not disturb the balance of the device. Fly freely and create exceptional photos with Freewell!
 
Included
Filters
case
	Manufacturer
	Freewell
	Model
	FW-DAV-STD
	Compatibility
	DJI Avata
	Filter type
	ND8, ND16, ND32 and ND64
	Optical coatings
	Dustproof, scratch-resistant, oil-resistant

Preço:

Antes: € 55.0056

Agora: € 49.99

Drones, Semi-Professional, DJI Avata
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